Abstract-Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) allows users to rent resources from the Cloud to meet their various computing requirements. The pay-as-you-use model, however, poses a nontrivial technical challenge to the IaaS cloud service providers: how to fast provision a large number of virtual machines (VMs) to meet users' dynamic computing requests? We address this challenge with VMThunder, a new VM provisioning tool, which downloads data blockson demand during the VM booting process and speeds up VM image streaming by strategically integrating peer-to-peer (P2P) streaming techniques with enhanced optimization schemes such as transfer on demand, cache on read, snapshot on local, and relay on cache. In particular, VMThunder stores the original images in a share storage and in the meantime it adopts a tree-based P2P streaming scheme so that common image blocks are cached and reused across the nodes in the cluster. We implement VMThunder in CentOS Linux and thoroughly test its performance. Comprehensive experimental results show that VMThunder outperforms the state-of-the-art VM provisioning methods, with respect to scalability, latency, and VM runtime I/O performance.
INTRODUCTION
T HE Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud has become increasingly important due to its flexible, pay-as-youuse business model. Over the IaaS cloud, customers can rent computing and storage resources according to their actual service requirement, and thus they can save a great deal of cost without the need to invest on computing infrastructure. The convenience for customers, however, poses a challenging problem to IaaS cloud providers: how to accommodate dynamic computing requirements of customers, who may request a large quantity of virtual machines (VMs) in a short time period?
It has been seen that in large-scale IaaS cloud like the National Supercomputing Center of China in Tianjin (NSCC-Tianjin) [14] , some users require resources (virtual CPU, memory, disk space) for compute-intensive applications, including, for example, animation, DNA sequence analysis, and weather forecast [14] . In many cases, they may submit requests for hundreds of VMs and they need the cloud to respond to their requests quickly. Once their services finish, they normally release VMs to save cost. The similar phenomenon has been observed in other commercial IaaS cloud such as Amazon EC2 [16] , [10] . For an IaaS cloud service provider, a large delay in VM provisioning (e.g., hours) may turn its customers away to its competitors, and it is thus critical to support fast provisioning of a large amount of VMs to maintain its market competence.
Substantial efforts have been devoted to fast provisioning of a large number of VMs. Nevertheless, existing solutions still have large room for further improvement. For example, the time for provisioning VMs over Amazon EC2 is still non trivial, taking from 3 minutes up to 30 minutes to get a 1 GB compressed VM image ready to work [10] . Wartel et al. [22] use the peer-to-peer (P2P) technology to disseminate VM images, and it takes about 30 minutes to configure 400 servers. The work in [17] , [8] focuses on the problem of optimal image placement. Based on the analysis of empirical usage of VM images, the authors split the images into small strips over the distributed file system for efficient access and storage. This method, however, needs a long time to pre-process the image files. Another type of solutions uses the so-termed memory fork method (e.g., SnowFlock [9] and Twinkle [25] ), which remotely clones VMs by duplicating the running states of the VM. Memory fork, however, may cause new problems such as data persistence [9] .
In this paper, we push the state of the art of large-scale VM provisioning. We design and implement VMThunder, a fast VM image provisioning tool for large-scale VM deployment. VMThunder downloads data blocks on demand, and it greatly enhances the P2P streaming method with various optimization schemes. The on-demand data streaming mechanism is motivated by an interesting observation during our experimental test over different VM operating systems: During the VM startup phase 1 , only a small portion of the VM image (about one tenth on average) is fetched and used, and the data access pattern for the same type of OS is similar, even if the application configurations are different. If we use an on-demand data download scheme that only fetches required data blocks, 1 . This phase is defined as the time from submitting a VM request to the time that the requested VM can send an automatic HTTP request to a specified web server [10] .
we do not need to transfer the complete VM image during the startup phase. Such an on-demand method can effectively defer the transmission of other modules not required during the VM startup, resulting in substantial speedup in the response time for new VM requests.
When the number of requested VMs becomes large, the shared image server may become congested and slows down the streaming speed. To alleviate the burden of the server, we adopt a P2P image streaming method to reuse the common data blocks cached across the nodes in the cluster. If we treat the one-hop transmission as the basic building block, termed asneighbor streaming in this paper, we can optimize this basic streaming block to achieve a better overall network performance. As such, we enhance VMThunder with several optimization mechanisms, including Transfer on Demand (ToD) (of new VM requests), Cache on Read (CoR), and Snapshot on Local (SoL), and Relay on Cache (RoC). In addition, the snapshot of each guest is stored as a read-only image to avoid the problem of data inconsistency.
We implement VMThunder in CentOS Linux version 6.2 and deploy it on the cloud system in NSCC-Tianjin [14] . Comprehensive experiments show that VMThunder is a fast, scalable, and reliable provisioning scheme for largescale VMs. The average latency of deploying 160 new VMs to 160 hosts with a CentOS 6.2 desktop image is only about 17 seconds, which is very close to the ideal record of 16 seconds for booting the VM on a local host that already has the same image. Compared to the state-of-the-art open source VM streaming schemes such as Eucalyptus and OpenStack, VMThunder greatly speeds up the provisioning of large-scale VMs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3 presents the key ideas behind VMThunder. Sections 4, 5, and 6 introduce VMThunder's storage architecture, on-demand VM streaming, and tree-based P2P VM streaming, respectively. In Section 7, we evaluate its performance with thorough experimental tests. Section 8 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
Recently many studies have been made on the elasticity and efficiency of IaaS cloud computing. IaaS platform is built with virtualization technology. Since a physical machine runs the guest virtual systems mostly in the local memory, VM cannot be started on a physical machine without necessary data available locally. The demand for data transmission is intensive when the number of VMs becomes very large, resulting in a heavy burden in the storage server. The approach to addressing this problem can be classified into four categories: modifying the image format, forking virtual machine memory, streaming image files, and improving the storage.
Mirage [1] and FVD [20] focus on modifying the image format. These methods alter the format and change the metadata of the image based on the content. They need to modify the hypervisor accordingly and thus are not easy to extend to new platforms.
Forking VM snapshot memory is another solution. SnowFlock [9] and Twinkle [25] use a distributed fork method to spawn a running virtual machine. These methods require no time to prepare applications, because they clone the VM exactly the same as the original one, including the running states of memory. We would like to emphasize that VM fork methods differ fundamentally from other general purpose VM provisioning tools. VM fork clones a running VM into multiple copies with the exactly same running state. This special semantics leads to many constraints in its application. For instance, SnowFlock has to be used with special care because conflicts may arise when multiple processes within the same VM simultaneously invoke VM forking; the child VMs are transient entities whose memory and virtual disk are discarded once they exist, and as such child VMs cannot be entrusted with replicating and caching data due to their ephemeral nature [9] .
With respect to the third method (i.e., streaming image files), Amazon EC2 uses this method to deploy virtual machine with EC2 toolbox rocks [16] . Wartel et al. [22] use the peer-to-peer method to disseminate the image files, and it takes over 30 minutes to pre-stage 400 physical nodes. We test a similar method in the open source Eucalyptus, which needs hours to transfer 100 GB images.
Methods in the last category (i.e., improving storage) involve the new design of file system and block devices. Current methods mostly are based on existing distributed file systems, such as NFS, Global FS, FS Gluster, and Moose FS. For example, Capo [18] is based on NFS; DVCE [23] uses Moose FS; Nicolae [12] uses PVFS. While most file systems maintain the image files as normal files, the methods in [17] , [8] utilize the special features of the images. They analyze the empirical usage of images and divide the images into strips in the distributed file system for better access and storage. Nevertheless, current file systems are not designed for the provisioning of virtual machines, and as such using file systems may be a cumbersome approach for large-scale VM provisioning. Some studies instead use the block devices. Orchestra [7] and Violin [6] adopt a similar stack system for block devices. Sheepdog [19] and Amazon EBS service are a universal block service. Parallax [11] spends great efforts on dealing with the data inconsistency issues.
KEY IDEAS BEHIND VMTHUNDER
VMThunder is based on the following experimental observation: When a guest VM starts, data blocks accessed by the VM follow a certain pattern. In addition, the same type of VMs (i.e., same virtual OS) retrieves similar data blocks during the booting process, even if these VMs may have different configuration settings. This feature reduces the amount of data transmission for VM bootstrap and significantly improves the response time of cloud services.
We test the bootstrap process of popular operating systems, including Windows and various Linux distributions like Fedora, Ubuntu, OpenSUSE, and CentOS. We record the data access with Flashcache [5] , including the address and the request time of the data blocks. We briefly illustrate the phenomenon in this section and leave more experimental details in Section 7. As shown in Fig. 1 , operating systems configured with full visual desktop like GNOME or KDE require about 3 GB disk space, but only access about 200 MB data during bootstrap. Operating systems with simple configuration such as text-only interface and basic services need less disk space (about 800 MB), but still access about 100 MB data during startup. Furthermore, we test the data access of a guest requesting CentOS 6.2 with Hadoop 0.20.1 and other applications. In all the above tests, we observe that not all the data requested by the applications are fetched, and only a relatively small portion of data blocks instead of the whole VM image is transferred during the VM bootstrap.
To further validate, we boot the same VM at different hosts. Fig. 2 shows the result of block hit distribution when booting the minimal CentOS6.2 at two hosts. We record block hit counts over time. The block hit count means the number of times of reading a 4 KB data block within 0.1 seconds. The figure clearly shows the similarity of block hit counts for the two tests. To be specific, if we use a moving time window of 1 second and compare the difference of block hits in the moving time window, the ratio of the total number of different block hits over the total number of block hits during the VM startup period is about 16 percent. In addition, the addresses of data accesses in the two tests are also similar. We omit this result for brevity.
In summary, during the VM bootstrap, only a small portion of data blocks is required, and different VM configuration settings have very little impact on the required data amount. For the same type of OS, the data access pattern during bootstrap is similar, and such a pattern is irrelevant to the host machines.
The above observations motivate our design of VMThunder. It consists of two key components: 1) ondemand VM image streaming and 2) P2P VM image streaming. On-demand streaming means data blocks are downloaded only when they are actually needed. The above observations imply that an on-demand scheme will drastically reduce the amount of transmitted data for VM startup. In addition, a P2P streaming scheme with local cache in peers can fully take advantage of the similarity in data access patterns, since a data block cached in one peer is likely to be useful for other peers. The P2P image streaming operations are triggered by on-demand VM streaming.
In the following sections, we first introduce the image storage architecture of VMThunder, and then introduce its on-demand VM streaming and P2P VM streaming.
IMAGE STORAGE ARCHITECTURE
In order to understand VMThunder, we first need to introduce its image storage architecture. We call the whole storage architecture as image carrier. As shown in Fig. 3 , image carrier is a distributed architecture but has a central coordinator, which controls, schedules, and maintains block devices. Using a centralized coordinator makes the assembly of block-level functional modules much easy. We stress that the centralized coordinator does not cause the bottleneck problem because it only handles the metadata of the block devices.
Image storage is supported by an external storage, and the images are stored in this external storage. This external storage device is independent of host machines, and thus it can be constructed as a Storage Area Network (SAN) or a Network-Attached Storage (NAS). In addition to this shared, centralized storage, we use a more flexible ''flat'' storage architecture [13] , i.e., besides the central storage server, we also use distributed disks on different hosts. We could allocate VM image block devices on any host in the cluster. Each image has a globally unique identifier and is organized by the coordinator of the carrier. Images on the Image Storage are transferred to the VM hosts in the cluster via remote network interfaces such as iSCSI. All the images stored in the carrier have a replication mechanism for the tolerance of failures.
Note that our method does not require any image splitting or striping such as in the method by Nicoale et al. [12] . The service provider just needs to simply install a new OS or branch a new version from the existed images on the image storage.
ON-DEMAND NEIGHBOR STREAMING
The function of neighbor streaming is to handle the data transmission between two hosts. Besides the basic data transmission using TCP sockets, neighbor streaming is optimized with three techniques: Transfer on Demand (ToD), Cache on Read (CoR), and Snapshot on Local (SoL).
Transfer on Demand
A guest VM accesses the virtual disk for data. If the data is not on local disk, the VM needs to fetch the data from the remote storage. Section 3 shows that the total amount of data transferred during the VM startup can be greatly reduced if we separate the data required for VM bootstrap from the whole image. Such separation is implemented by ToD, i.e., data transfer is triggered by the I/O requests from the guest VM OS. Such a mechanism is supported by the virtual machine hypervisor like KVM or Xen.
In our image carrier, we use the block devices for guests to mount their own disks. The block devices can be stacked to form a chain of devices, and the guest VM can read through the entire stack. For example, a cache or a snapshot device can be stacked on the logical local device after a remote block device is mounted. Similarly, a cache or a snapshot device can also be mounted by other remote guest VMs. In addition, the stack can be configured to support read-write or read-only; it can also be configured to support multiple-VM accesses or just single-VM accesses.
Cache on Read
Each host contains a local cache of the already fetched data to avoid unnecessary network transmission. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , after a virtual device is mounted on the host from the image storage, a local cache is created on the host. The cache stores the data that has been read. When the same data is requested next time, the data will be copied from the cache to avoid unnecessary network traffic. For better reliability and performance, we introduce a two-layer cache, the detail of which could be found in the supplements of this paper which is available in the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety. org/10.1109/TPDS.2014.7.
Snapshot on Local
We create a local snapshot on the block device stack in each host. The snapshot technology is an effective way to make data traceable, reliable and flexible. It is widely used in storage, database, and virtualization [2] , [12] , [24] . A snapshot is defined as a state of the system at a particular point in time. It has different implementations, and in this paper we implement the redirect-on-write snapshot, which is one of the most frequently used copy-on-write (CoW) method [24] . Simply put, when the guest VM writes, it records the differences (compared to the original data) on the snapshot; When it reads, it reads the differences from the snapshot, if any, as well as the original data from local cache or other hosts to reconstruct the data. This structure is sketched in Fig. 5 .
In some systems like Capo [18] , VM applications write data back to the storage server. This method leaves the data consistency and integrity problems to the storage server, thus increases the total maintenance overhead and complexity in the storage server. In contrast, with snapshot on local, our method eliminates such complexity in the storage server by pushing the data consistency problem down to hosts. It greatly relieves the burden from the storage server, making it scalable to support hundreds of VMs simultaneously.
The snapshot is used by the guest VM locally. But it could be made accessible to other hosts and provides image service to others. Also, for the sake of data persistence, it also can be enhanced with soft raid of redundancy disks over local and remote hosts. For further configuration of the snapshot, please refer to the supplements of this paper available online.
With the above optimizations, data transmissions in the network are required only when the accessed data cannot be found on the local cache or the virtual block device. When we launch new VMs, it is likely that data could not be found locally and needs to transfer from other hosts or the storage server. Therefore, when the number of VMs becomes large, we design a peer-to-peer streaming method to reduce the load of the storage server. This is presented in the next section.
PEER-TO-PEER IMAGE STREAMING
Based on the image carrier and neighbor streaming introduced above, we can build a fast and large-scale VM provisioning system with tree-based P2P streaming, which consists of the following mechanisms.
Relay on Cache
As shown in neighbor streaming, the cache on each host includes a (partial) replica of the original image, and it's read only. With P2P, this cache can serve other (downstream) hosts in the P2P network. Note that a host is another host's upstream host if the former is closer to the root than the latter along the overlay tree. The cache can be mounted by other hosts remotely as depicted in Fig. 6 . This mechanism is termed as Relay on Cache (RoC). If a local or downstream read request misses on the cache, this read request triggers another read request to the upstream devices. This cascading method for handling read requests aligns perfectly with the tree-based P2P streaming scheme.
Tree Overlay on the Relay on Cache
There are various ways to organize the peers in a P2P network. For simplicity, we adopt the tree structure in VMThunder, including star (single layer tree), chain, binary tree (2-tree), quad tree (4-tree), and 10-tree. Fig. 7 shows a simple 2-tree structure of the cache relay. We will test and evaluate the performance and scalability of each tree structure in Section 7.
Note that our application context is different from traditional P2P networks where peers can join and leave arbitrarily. In our case, the number of hosts and their (network) locations are known in advance, and as such we do not need a complex mechanism for dynamic topology management. Instead, we can design any tree topology in advance and configure the topology using management shell scripts.
Path Compression in Tree Overlay
Based on the tree structure, a host may not fetch data blocks directly from the storage server (i.e., the root of the tree). Instead, it obtains data from its upstream hosts. To speed up data streaming, we use a path compression method in the tree. To be specific, path compression is to cache data along the path from the root node to an intermediate node, such that the cached data could be re-used in the future. Path compression becomes beneficial if hosts along the path have similar data access patterns, a fact which has been demonstrated true in Section 3. More details are discussed in the supplements of the paper available online.
Fault Tolerance of the Tree Overlay
The tree structure may not be robust in the presence of node failures. If a host on the tree fails, all the downstream hosts of this host cannot work any more. To make the tree robust, we use multipath to deal with the problem. Each node records multiple paths to the root, in specific, the path to its grandfather, the path to its grand-grandfather, and so on. When a host's direct upstream host fails, a search is issued to its grandfather host. If the grandfather host is alive, then it uses the path to its grandfather host. Otherwise, the same search is repeated up to the root. In this way, with the small overhead to record multiple paths, we can guarantee the robustness of the tree when some nodes fail.
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
We have implemented VMThunder and have performed thorough experimental tests with respect to its speed, scalability, and I/O performance. For implementation details, please refer to the supplements of this paper available online.
Experimental Environment
We evaluate VMThunder in a cluster in the National Super Computing Center in Tianjin (NSCC-Tianjin) [14] , which hosts the Tianhe-1A super computer as well as the cloud cluster system to meet the demands of various users. We have deployed VMThunder on up to 160 hosts in this cloud cluster. These hosts have dual six-core CPUs, 48 GB Memory, Gigabyte Ethernet card connected with a highspeed Huawei H3C S12518 IP switch, and 2 TB SATA disk. They are installed with CentOS 6.2, configured with LVM2, and formatted with ext4. The virtual machine hypervisor is KVM. We choose images of CentOS 6.2 desktop and CentOS 6.2 minimal with customized applications introduced in Section 3. The CentOS 6.2 has installed the Qemu I/O drivervirtio [21] , a virtualization standard for network and disk device drivers to support high performance network and disk operations and to gain performance benefits of para-virtualization. The configuration of the guest VM includes 4 core virtual CPUs, 8 GB virtual memory, and 100 GB virtual disk.
We record the startup time by automatically sending a HTTP request from the newly-started virtual machine. The timestamp in the HTTP request is used to calculate a VM's startup latency, which is defined as the time from submitting a VM request to the time that the requested VM can send an automatic HTTP request to a specified web server [10] . For evaluation, we measure the average startup latency and the maximum startup latency. We also test the percentage of stragglers (i.e., VMs that start very slowly), and illustrate the distribution of the startup latency. For each test scenario, our performance results are obtained over 10 test runs. Fig. 8 shows the average and maximum VM startup latencies. We test VMThunder with different network topologies, including One Layer (star), 2-Tree, and Chain, using the same image with 172 MB data. We also test the 2-tree topology using a Customized Image with 424 MB data (stated in Fig. 1 ). In the One Layer topology, all hosts fetch data directly from the storage server. The Chain structure is a linear network consisting of up to 160 hosts, and it represents an extreme case to illustrate the benefit of the relay on cache (RoC) mechanism.
Provisioning Latency
In Fig. 8 , the solid lines indicate the average VM startup latency, while the dash lines indicate the maximum VM startup latency. VMThunder in the single-layer structure performs poorly. This is because all hosts directly fetch data from the root storage server, resulting in a bottleneck at the root storage server.
It's shown that VMThunder performs much better in the 2-tree and the chain structures than in the one-layer structure. This demonstrates the benefit of P2P streaming, and in particular the benefit of the Relay on Cache (RoC) mechanism. Fig. 9 shows the cumulative density function (CDF) of finish times for the same image provisioning over different network topologies. We choose the number of hostsðNÞ to be larger than 80. The results indicate that most virtual machines can start up within 30 seconds over the tree structure. With 2-tree topology, the average latency of deploying 160 new VMs to 160 hosts with a CentOS 6.2 desktop image is only about 17 seconds. This speed is close to the best limit, because the speed for booting the VM on a local host that already has the same image is 16 seconds and this speed is considered as the best possible VM provisioning speed. The provisioning time over the chain network topology is longer than that over the 2-tree topology. Provisioning over the one-layer topology takes the longest time.
We performed another experimental test by deploying multiple VMs in one physical machine. In this test, we choose the 4-tree structure to run multiple VMs (CentOS 6.2 desktops) on 20 hosts. The test results are shown in Table 1 . Comparing to deploying 160 VMs to 160 host each, deploying multiple VMs in one host slightly increases the average provisioning latency, but decreases the maximum provisioning latency because of the smaller network traffic amount and the less chance of creating stragglers, a phenomenon which will be discussed in Section 7.4.
Comparison among Different Tree Structures
We choose three different tree structures for this test, including 2-tree, 4-tree, and 10-tree. Figs. 10 and 11 illustrate the VM startup latency and the distribution of the latency over the three structures, respectively. The results show that the 2-tree structure performs a little better than the other two. Despite the fact that the 2-tree has a longer I/O path, it performs better than the other two because an intermediate node serves only 2 child nodes, while an intermediate node in the 10-tree serves 10 child nodes. Since the child nodes compete for the concurrent I/O accesses to their parent node, there is a tradeoff between the number of child nodes and the depth of the tree. Our experimental results suggest that for VM provisioning, 2-tree is good enough and works the best among all of the tested scenarios.
The Phenomenon of Stragglers
In our experiment, we observe that more than 95 percent VMs start up within 5 seconds after the first one starts.
Nevertheless, several VMs start up much slower than the majority. We call these VMs stragglers. After analyzing these stragglers in the records, we find that they are distributed evenly among the hosts over multiple runs, indicating that the stragglers are not caused by some slow hosts. We also label the startup sequence of the stragglers, and find that their startup sequence is independent of the tree-levels where they are located. We are not able to identify the true reasons of the straggler phenomenon but conjecture that it may be caused by random factors in hardware or software such as some background processes running over the hosts. This is reasonable, as in a complex real-world system, it is extremely hard to capture all the factors impacting the I/O performance.
Nevertheless, our experiments show that the number of stragglers is small (less than 5 percent of demanded VMs). In practice, we thus can deal with the straggler problem with over engineering, i.e., increase the total number of required VMs and kill the stragglers after a latency threshold.
Runtime VM I/O Performance
A good VM provisioning scheme should not only have a fast startup response time, but also have good run-time performance after the startup. To this end, we test the runtime I/O performance after VMs start up. We use both macro-benchmark and micro-benchmark to test the I/O performance of the virtual machines under different I/O paths in different block device stack structures. Read requests include reading from remote devices, reading from the local memory cache, and reading from the snapshot. Write requests include writing new files on the blank space, writing on the cached files, and writing on the snapshot. The differences between these types of I/O flow are caused by the relay chain. So, we distinguish the write operations into two types: write on unwritten space and write on written space. A space is called an unwritten space if it has never been written on the snapshot before; otherwise, it is called a written space. Similarly, we distinguish the read operations into two types: read on uncached space and read on cached space.
We test different I/O situations with different structures, listed in Table 3 , including local raw disk, local qcow2 disk, local snapshot on raw disk, local LVM block image, and local snapshot on LVM with and without Flashcache. We test different layers of the cache relay chain, including 1, 2, 5, and 10 layers. We choose 10 as the maximum layer because it supports over a thousand hosts in a 2-tree with a 10-layer depth.
Filebench
First, we use FileBench [3] as the macro-benchmark. This macro-benchmark tests the macroscopic I/O performance, as it neglects the structure underneath. Table 2 lists the details of four different types of services, including file server (fileserver.f), web server (webserver.f), DB server (oltp.f), and mail server (varmail.f). And all the benchmark workloads are under the default configuration of FileBench version 1.4.9.1 ( Table 3) .
The performance of macro-benchmark I/O performance is shown in Fig. 12 . The file and web servers are dominated by read accesses. They support about 16 MB/s and 8 MB/s overall throughput, respectively. The DB and mail servers are dominated by write operations. They support throughput of hundreds of KB/s, as shown in Fig. 12b . From the figures, we observe that read/write operations in VMThunder perform as good as those on a local LVM disk. We also observe a high throughput with LVM and DM snapshot than with raw and qcow2 disks (Fig. 12b. ) This phenomenon happens on Mail Server and DB Server which contain fsync() and dsync() operations, shown in Table 2 . When an application writes to a file, the data does not become permanent immediately. The operating system first caches the data in RAM, and the sync() (synchronization) operations transfer the data to the hard disk. And device mapper based block devices (LVM, DM snapshot) are optimized on this synchronization operations.
FIO
Second, we use FIO [4] as the micro-benchmark. The I/O operations are complex because there are many different types of I/O flows, which cannot be reflected in the macrobenchmark tests. The specified parameters used in FIO include ioengine ¼ psync, direct ¼ 1 and bs ¼ 4k, which eliminate the influence of the guest OS and guest file system. The operations include sequential and random read/write.
In addition, we test read/write operations on different spaces in the snapshot, including uncached and cached, unwritten and written spaces. Read on uncached means reading the unwritten space on the snapshot, which needs to read data from the remote targets. From Fig. 13a , we can see that the performance of random read on the unwritten space (labeled by Layer X (R0)) decreases as the depth of the layer increases, while performance for random and sequential reads remains similar for the cached space (labeled by Layer X (R1)). This is because the read-ahead cache for the random read of the host OS requests more data from the network, and thus has a higher overhead. However, when the data is read again, the read hits the local memory cache, and both reads perform as good as the local structures (as shown by Layer X (R1)).
In Fig. 13b , we can see that the write performance is not worse than the performance of the local snapshot. Write on unwritten space means writing data on the space that has never been written on the snapshot before. This type of operation requires reading the metadata of the corresponding data block from the original disk (maybe remote). If the size of the written data is smaller than the default size of a block and the original block is not empty (i.e., not full of zeros), the unmodified data on that block should also be fetched and written on the snapshot. Writing operation on the unwritten snapshot requires more reading on the unoccupied space inside a single block, so the Layer X (W0) cannot perform as good as Layer X (W1).
We also use Linux command dd as another microbenchmark to further validate the I/O performance. The performance results are listed in the supplements of this paper available online.
In summary, we conclude that the I/O performance on the multiple-layer stack structure is close to that on the local snapshot, and the memory cache accelerates the I/O performance significantly.
Comparison with Other IaaS VM Provisioning Tools
We compare the performance of VMThunder with that of other existing VM provisioning methods. As shown in [10] , there is an upper limit on the demanded VM instances in commercial platforms. For example, EC2 and Azure only allow a user to request up to 20 VMs once a time, while Rackspace allows only one. The performance of EC2 and Azure for large-scale VM provisioning (i.e., larger than 20 VMs) is still unclear, and thus it is hard to compare VMThunder and those methods on a large scale. Nevertheless, we are able to compare VMThunder with other popular open source projects, such as Eucalyptus, OpenStack, and OpenNebula, which provide the same functions like EC2. As far as we know, these projects essentially ignore the problem of large-scale provisioning, and they simply handle this problem with some naive methods such as image compression. The startup latency in these methods includes the time spent on downloading, decompressing, and OS booting. The downloading time increases proportionally to the number of VMs. Even if using some P2P method to accelerate the downloading phase, the guest OS cannot bootstrap before the whole image is downloaded. VMThunder, in contrast, works differently in that it differentiates the data in the VM image for fast VM provisioning. Table 4 shows the VM provisioning latency with VMThunder and with Eucalyptus. We need to point out that if data compression is not used in Eucalyptus, its VM provisioning speed would be even slower because the large volume of data needs to deliver in the network. From the results, VMThunder performs several magnitude faster than Eucalyptus.
In summary, VMThunder is approaching the limit for large-scale VM provisioning, because the average latency for starting up a large number of VMs (17 seconds for provisioning 160 VMs over 160 hosts) is close to that for starting up a single VM on a local machine that already has the same image (16 seconds). In this sense, any further improvement would be only marginal.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents VMThunder, a VM provisioning tool for fast, scalable VM deployment. With on-demand and P2P image streaming, VMThunder can be used to bootstrap large-scale VMs without modifying the hypervisor, and it supports good VM runtime I/O performance. We have . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
